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T-Shelter Cluster Meeting  

08 July 2010, UN Base, Leogane, 13:00 – 14:00  

 
AGENDA  
 
1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
2. Information Management: field updates from partners/ coordination zones/ CCCM relocation 
3. Contingency planning 
4. Other points 

4.1 Communications Initiative 
 
 
 
Participants 
Organisation  Name   Title 
Shelter Cluster  Irma Velazquez  Field Hub Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Lenka Blanárová  Field Hub Deputy Coordinator 
Shelter Cluster  Minu Kumar Limbu Information manager 
Shelter Cluster  Jackson Lochard  Assistant Shelter Cluster   
ACTED   Aurelie FERRY  PM Shelter  
ACTED   Christopher Hudson PM CCCM  
Architects D'urgence Jerome Guillaunot    
CARE   Louigens VALMOND Shelter Engineer 
CARE   Yves Champagne  Shelter  Manager 
CARITAS Austria Andrea Zauner  Project officer  
CECI   Jean Pierre Nathan    
CECI   Merceron Tanya     
CORDAID  Paula Cyr  Security Advisor 
CORDAID  Jip Melissen  Field Officer 
German Red Cross Bettina Morgenston Shelter Coordinator  
German Red Cross Fracisco Franco Constrution Delegate  
GTZ   Christoph Buerk   christoph.buerk@gtz.de 
GTZ   Tanja Klein  Architecte  
HODR   Nathaniel Harrold Project Coordinator 
LWF   Amedee Christophe Shelter Manager 
IFEWA   Jyoti Choi  Regional Project Director 
IOM   Michel Tia  CCCM Cluster Officer  
IRD   Toutoute Roselande Social T-shelter Devlopment  
IRD   Sceren Lindholt  Shelter advisor  
ICA   Edwin Chege  Project Coordinator  
Samaritan's Purse  Jacob Clark   Project Manager 
 
 

1. Welcome and introductions of new members 
Welcome to the returning cluster lead, Ms. Irma Velazquez. 

 
2. Information Management: Haiti infographic / Field updates from partners 
New information manager highlighted the importance of proper and detailed information 
sharing within the Shelter Cluster which serves all partners‘intervention in the field as well as 
their presentation in the public/media. In this respect, agencies were familiarised with a new 
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version of Haiti infographic which nicely exemplified their collaboration and input in the past 
week. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Contingency planning 
An OCHA representative provided a thorough briefing on DPC exercise taking place 
following Saturday. This exercise should have resulted in a completion of missing GPS 
coordinates for listed evacuation centres as well as their confirmation as such. A decision was 
taken to include geographical positions of IDP camps on the same map. Partners discussed 
different options regarding an identification of new evacuation centres, e. g. prefabricated 
structures, schools, churches, etc. An information package including risks/flood map will be 
disseminated soon. 

 
4. Other points 
 

4.1 Communications Initiative 
An OCHA representative provided an overview of the communications initiative which 
should assist clusters as well as individual NGOs. This assisted exercise should provide 
for a proper information sharing between humanitarian actors and the public and permit a 
reception of a direct feedback from beneficiaries.  HODR has been hosting its own radio 
show for a few months already and invites all partners to join.  
 
4.2 CCCM return programme 
A CCCM representative re-introduced an IOM program aiming to facilitate return of 
families to their homes. He asked for more involvement from the Shelter Cluster which  
could be instrumental in assisting these families during the move by providing them a 
transitional shelter. CCCM stated that they have a database of 10,000 HH entries 
available. The Shelter Cluster advocated for a reinforced inter-cluster coordination, 
especially in relation to Early Recovery Cluster (rubble removal), CCCM (camp 
relocation/return) and Shelter Cluster (T-shelters). It is widely acknowledged that their 
activities are mutually dependent and should be well coordinated.  
 

 
 
Next Meeting:  
THURSDAY 15 JULY 2010 AT UN BASE, LEOGANE.  
 
 
 
Shelter Cluster Contacts   www.shelterhaiti.org 
 

Total Committed T 
shelters in 

Leogan/Gressier
(over 30 thousands)

3% T shelter 
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Coordinator: Irma Velazquez, e: shelterhaiti2010coord1@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 4960 
Deputy Coordinator:Lenka Blanárová, e: shelterhaiti2010coord7@gmail.com, t: (509) 3796 9828  
Information Manager: Minu Kumar Limbu  e: shelterhaiti2010.im4@gmail.com, t: (509) 3466 2802 
Assistant Shelter Cluster: Jackson Lochard, e: shelterhaiti2010.data3@gmail.com, t: (509) 3492 5483 
Technical Coordinator: shelterhaiti2010.tech1@gmail.com 
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Transitional Shelter Cluster Meeting – Haiti Earthquake 

TWIG Housing, Land and Property Issues  
Grand Goave – Petit Goave, 6 July 2010, 12:30 – 14:00, Hotel Fort Royal, 

Petit Goave 
 
 

*With presence of Mr. Ibere Lopes, Land Tenure Expert, IOM , ilopes@iom.int 
 

Arising from the Shelter Cluster meeting on 29 June 2010 a working group on Housing, Land 
and Property Issues was formed in order to assure an in-depth discussion on the ever-present 
question of land tenure. Participants sought guidance in drafting a document which would 
clarify relationships between the property owner/beneficiary, agency, local authorities and all 
other concerned parties. 
 
1. Representatives of ADRA and ASB introduced key challenges related to the 

implementation of their T-shelter programmes from the point of view of land/T-shelter 
ownership. 

 
2. A representative of CRC presented his agency’s approach to dealing with this complex 

matter. He shared a set of documents covering relationships between the agency and 
beneficiary, be it an owner or a renter, and explained a variety of scenarios which may 
require a different legal processus (i.e. requested documents/procedures, etc.). 

 
3. EPER highlighted three points on land tenure practice in Haiti: firstly, a disassociation 

between a right to a land and a right to a house; secondly, „loi d’habitude“, in other 
words , the  land „belongs“ to those who are known to be living on it (land registry is not 
up-to-date and reliable); and thirdly, Haitians tend to live in one-storey, individual 
houses. Would a housing complex/appartment building be a (partial) solution to present 
housing/construction needs? 

 
4. IOM expert informed SC partners about a procedure undertaken by IOM in PAP and 

Leogane. The approach is based on an assumption that an identification of a „true“ owner 
is impossible and thus the „western“ procedure may result in a substantial delay and/or 
block of T-shelter activities.  
 
Taking an ever-present risk of „another owner“ into consideration, IOM proposes a 
community-based approach as a system of checks and balances for an implementing 
agency. In other words, IOM relies on strong ties with local authorities and sets up 
community committees who are responsible for surveys in the neighbourhood (i .e. who 
was a perceived owner of the land before the earthquake, who used to live on that 
property, etc).  Relying on community engagement, IOM signs an umbrella MoU with a 
mayor stating that they intend to pursue T-shelter construction in his commune. IOM 
retains a right to identify beneficiaries. Apart from the umbrella MoU, IOM signs 
individual agreements with beneficiaries where they attest that they have a land available 
for the construction of T-shelter. IOM does not verify if the beneficiary has a signed 
lease/owns property, etc. This responsibility thus stays with him as well as all potential 
legal complications.  
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This innovative approach solves a variety of difficulties which a more formal process 
entails and is unable to address in a due and timely manner, namely neither CASECs nor 
notaries can verify the ownership of the land: the former only stamp documents while the 
latter only show the transmission of such right but cannot attest its validity.  

 
 
 


